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Materials 
Base 10 Blocks 
Art Supplies

Exploring the World’s Water Supply with BASE 10 Blocks  
Grades k-2

Instructions 

1. Watch the “Use Less Water” music video.
2. Talk to students about fresh water – what is it and why is it important?
3. Point out the lyric “Fresh water is scarce”.  Talk about scarcity and how it might relate to water.   
    How can water be scarce when water is all around us?
4. Show the students 100 “Base Ten” math blocks.  Tell them that the 100 blocks represent all the   
    water on the earth.  Ask them how many blocks out of that 100 are saltwater and how many they  
    think might be freshwater? 
5. Have them assemble their guesses by dividing their blocks into two piles; one for saltwater and one   
    for freshwater. This can be done as a group or individually, depending on time and access to  
    materials. 
6. Discuss student guesses together.  Then reveal the correct ratio:  97 saltwater blocks and 3 fresh- 
    water blocks.
7. Hold up one of the three freshwater blocks and then remove two.  Tell students this is fresh water
    that is trapped in glaciers and snowfields.  The one block left in your hand shows how much of the 
    water on Earth is fresh and accessible.
8. Introduce the word “conserve.”  Discuss with students how it is important that we take responsibility 
    for how we use the water we have.
9. Brainstorm ways that everyone can conserve the freshwater we have. 
10. Have students draw their favorite idea to help conserve water.

Background Information

Water is a key component to all life on earth.  55-78% of our body weight is water.  Water also plays a 
crucial part in many of our everyday activities.  In one year, the average American residence uses over 
100,000 gallons (indoor and outdoor). Most Americans use about 100 gallons per day.  On its surface, 
this might not seem like a concern – after all, we live on a planet that is 70% covered with water!  But 
how much water do we really have?  97% of the world’s water supply is saltwater – leaving only 3% us-
able freshwater.  And close to two thirds of the Earth’s freshwater is inaccessible, trapped in glaciers.  
These activities are designed to increase awareness of how much water we have access to, how much 
water we use, and ways we can conserve this precious resource. 

Teacher Preparation

Organize Base 10 blocks in 100’s for class use

Additional Resources
http://wateruseitwisely.com/tips/category/kids/
http://www.earthday.org/sites/default/files/Water%20Scarcity%20K-2_Lesson%20Plan.pdf


